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Abstract— The process of monitoring wildlife and feral 

animals is a complex, laborious and sometimes expensive 

task which require careful planning and execution. Remote 

sensors (thermal camera), advanced path planning and image 

processing algorithms can be used to provide low cost 

approaches to determine critical requirements for spatial and 

spectral distribution of wildlife. Thermal images to identify 

animals from their surroundings, the system are capable of 

identifying heat signatures of a target animal from a 

predetermined distance and determine what that target’s body 

temperature using image processing tool in Matlab. 

Processed data via UART will be given has input to controller 

which create an alert to the surrounding to intimate the animal 

navigation and its mental condition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Surface Wave Detection by Animals :Surface wave detection 

by animals is the process by which animals, such as surface-

feeding fish are able to sense and localize prey and other 

objects on the surface of a body of water by analyzing 

features of the ripples generated by objects' movement at the 

surface. Features analyzed include waveform properties such 

as frequency, change in frequency, and amplitude, and the 

curvature of the wavefront. A number of different species are 

proficient in surface wave detection, including some aquatic 

insects and toads, though most research is done on the 

topminnow/surface killifish Aplocheiluslineatus. The fish 

and other animals with this ability spend large amounts of 

time near the water surface, some just to feed and others their 

entire lives. A vast amount of the research on surface wave 

detection has been done in the surface-feeding 

topminnow/killfish Aplocheiluslineatus. Schwartz (1965) 

demonstrated that this species has exceptionally well-

developed surface wave detection ability, and it is easily 

housed and trained in laboratories. Pantadonbucholzi (a 

surface dwelling butterfly fish) is used less often though is 

very similar in its anatomy and behavior. The rest of this 

article will focus on research done with Alineatus. 

Description of Behaviors:Certain species of fish 

spend a substantial portion of their lives near the surface of 

the water in order to feed, usually on insects that are 

struggling at the surface. Species that detect surface waves 

typically use them to localize such prey. When the hunting 

posture is assumed (which may be neutral posture) as specific 

mechanosensitive organ is held in contact with the surface of 

the water in order that mechanoreceptors can receive surface 

waves. The animal will wait a small amount of time (typically 

<1s) before initiating a response towards the prey, should the 

surface waves perceived fall within the preferred stimulus 

range. Response towards prey typically follows the pattern 

orientation towards prey, swimming towards prey, and then 

prey capture. This ability is sometimes referred to as a sense 

of “distant touch.” 

Several species have been shown to use surface 

wave detection for prey capture. Among these are many 

species of freshwater fish, notably the groups hatchetfish 

(Gasteropelecidae), freshwater butterflyfish (Pantodontidae), 

halfbeaks (Hemiramphidae) and killifish (Aplocheilidae)(list 

from ). For its consistently stellar performance at the task, the 

topminnow/killfish (both terms are used in the literature) is 

one of the primary models for investigation. These species 

tend to live in small bodies of freshwater, as well as creeks 

and swamps. 

Surface Waves The ripples which surface-feeding 

fish detect are known more technically as capillary waves. 

Capillary waves are generated by movement of an object at 

the surface of the water or from the brief contact of an object 

with the surface from either medium (air or water). Waves 

radiate outward in concentric circles from the source, and the 

waveform of each train of waves changes in very specific and 

predictable waves, as dictated by surface tension and 

gravity. The water surface has a dampening effect which 

causes an abnormal dispersion pattern in which waves 

decrease in amplitude, speed and frequency with distance 

from the source. Short-wavelength (higher frequency) waves 

disperse faster than longer wavelength waves, resulting in 

higher frequencies at the front of the wave-train and lower 

frequencies at the tail; a fish detects this as a downward-

sweeping frequency modulation. 

Experimental methodology The experimental setup 

for testing Alineatus' abilities is very standardized. Subject 

fish are often blinded so that visual cues cannot be used. 

Stimuli are delivered to the surface of the water in a test tank 

via one of two methods (experimenters often use both): for 

the first, a loudspeaker is set up facing the water surface, 

while a plastic disc covers the front of the speaker cone with 

a small hole in the center, allowing air to be pushed through 

the hole to stimulate the water surface in a pattern controlled 

by a square-wave generator. Alternatively, a small rod a few 

millimeters in diameter is dipped briefly a few centimeters 

into the water. Either setup can be moved around the tank to 

deliver stimuli at various locations. The loudspeaker setup 

offers the advantage that stimuli can be precisely controlled 

to mimic natural stimuli or to test certain wave properties. 

Wave characteristics are measured optically. This is 

done by shining a laser (often helium-neon) at the water 

surface. Reflections and distortions of the laser’s beam are 

picked up by a photodiode. Fishes' movements are videotaped 

with a high-speed camera from above the testing tank so that 

the precise timing and nature of their responses’ to stimuli can 

be reviewed 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A literature survey or a literature review in a project report is 

that section which shows the various analyses and research 

made in the field of your interest and the results already 

published, taking into account the various parameters of the 

project and the extent of the project.It is the most important 
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part of your report as it gives you a direction in the area of 

your research. A literature review is a text of a scholarly 

paper, which includes the current knowledge including 

substantive findings, as well as theoretical and 

methodological contributions to a particular topic. Literature 

reviews are secondary sources, and do not report new or 

original experimental work. Most often associated with 

academic-oriented literature, such reviews are found 

in academic journals, and are not to be confused with book 

reviews that may also appear in the same publication. 

Literature reviews are a basis for research in nearly every 

academic field. A narrow-scope literature review may be 

included as part of a peer-reviewed journal article presenting 

new research, serving to situate the current study within the 

body of the relevant literature and to provide context for the 

reader. In such a case, the review usually precedes the 

methodology and results sections of the work. Producing a 

literature review may also be part of graduate and post-

graduate student work, including in the preparation of 

a thesis, dissertation, or a journal article. Literature reviews 

are also common in a research proposal or prospectus (the 

document that is approved before a student formally begins a 

dissertation or thesis). It helps you set a goal for your analysis 

- thus giving you your problem statement. When you write a 

literature review in respect of your project, you have to write 

the researches made by various analysts - their methodology 

(which is basically their abstract) and the conclusions they 

have arrived at. You should also give an account of how this 

research has influenced your thesis. Descriptive papers may 

or may not contain reviews, but analytical papers will contain 

reviews. A literature review must contain at least 5 - 7 

published researches in your field of interest.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The process of monitoring wildlife and feral animals is a 

complex, laborious and sometimes expensive task which 

require careful planning and execution. Remote sensors 

(camera), advanced path planning and image processing 

algorithms can be used to provide low cost approaches to 

determine critical requirements for spatial and spectral 

distribution of wildlife.  

We are using real time camera images to identify 

animals from their surroundings, the system are capable of 

identifying a target animal from a predetermined distance and 

determine what that target’s body boundary  using image 

processing tool in Matlab. When the camera capture the any 

animal image to be intimate and create at particular animal 

unlike hazardous sound and update data through GSM. 

 Existing System: 

Existing thermography processing software has some 

limitations mainly because it is developed for general 

applications and does notallow the identification of a Region 

of Interest (ROI) with a specific anatomicshape. Current 

commercial software usually usesregular prismatic shapes for 

the definition of these regions, such as, rectangles, squares, 

circles and/or ellipse that poorly definecomplex geometric 

regions. These shapes present limitations when they do not fit 

with the complex geometric shape of the areathat is to be 

characterized, either by the exclusion or the inclusion of 

irrelevant data in the evaluation of the thermal images. 

Thisparticular limitation is observed no matter how accurate 

the definition of the ROI is. 

 Disadvantages of Existing System: 

1) Poor Segmentation of irregular geometric regions  

2) Detection of significant components rate is low 

 Proposed System: 

Convolutional neural network image processing algorithms 

can be used to provide low cost approaches to determine 

critical requirements for spatial and spectral distribution of 

wildlife. Predefined images to be preprocessed for to identify 

animals from their surroundings, the system are capable of 

identifying body boundary of atarget animal from a 

predetermined distance and determine whatthat target’s body 

boundary using image processing tool. When the camera 

capture the any animal image to be intimate and create at 

particular animal unlike hazardous soundand update data 

through GSM. 

 Advantages of Proposed system: 

1) Effectively low cost 

2) Standalone system capable of detecting animals 

using image processing 

 

 List of Modules 

1) Frame conversion 

2) Pre-processing 

3) Segmentation  

4) Feature extraction 

5) Independent component analysis 

6) Alert System 
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 Features  

 Microcontroller: ATmega328P · 

 Operating voltage: 5V · 

 Input voltage: 7-12V · 

 Flash memory: 32KB · 

 SRAM: 2KB · 

 EEPROM: 1KB  

 Applications · 

 Real time biometrics · 

 Robotic applications · 

 Academic applications 

 Simulation Circuit 

 

 Circuit 

IV. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

 MATLAB 4.0 

MATLAB does not require any type declarations or 

dimension statements. When MATLAB encounters a new 

variable name, it automatically creates the variable and 

allocates the appropriate amount of storage. If the variable 

already exists, MATLAB changes its contents and, if 

necessary, allocates new storage 

V. RESULTS & CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a method for detection of visual 

wild animals in images using dictionary learning. CNN is 

used to learn discriminative features of positive images, that 

have animals present in positive class, as well as of negative 

images that do not have animals present in that class. Our 

system creates dictionaries which are class-specific and is 

capable of automatic feature extraction using example 

training image samples. Our CNN algorithm learns these 

dictionaries by using positive (animal class) and negative 
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background class) sparse representation of image samples. 

This result to an optimization problem, where similarities in 

intra-class are promoted and the inter-class dissimilarities are 

stressed. The systems have been evaluated with the different 

set of parameters. The accuracy of the system was good and 

can still enhanced with the use of standard training set is used 

to train the system. The proposed system is generalized 

framework for all kind of wild animal; however, the system 

can be made for specific class of animal by providing 

appropriate standard database. 
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